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Introduction: Building of sceince education in KUST Wudil which is
uncompleted it was established around 2012, the project of tertiary education trust
fund (TETFUND) and contractor of shanks, JBTRADING COM, quantity
surveyor, mobat quantity, consultant, structural engineers Olkon international
limited mech/Electrical engineer remark associates.
The unit are headed by a director who is responsible for the physical planning
development of the university as well as building and entire maintenance and
general keep up, and the capital project unit deals with the development of student
of sceince education.
Main body:
The construction of the department's was established around April 2012, the
project was established by the tetfund tertiary education trust fund (TETFUND) is

client at Kano university of science and technology wudil (KUST) which is along
Maiduguri road.
The construction of the department sceince education is along post graduated
road opposite biology and physic department at front of post graduate, at the right
NCC way at the left physic department and sceince its at the center.
The construction is made up of concrete, cement rocks, and many bonding goods
the department (science education it take much time due to the nature of our
country since 2012 it was started building but pu to 2019 ending the building does
not construct the we don’t know the actual problem which make the
department(seince education) is uncompleted.
Derpartment (sceince education) is place or center which usually awareness of the
learner’s investigate and how the taked they reach or project for the final year
student in the university or center of information like “CITAD” and guide the
learners or other people in form of how to communicate with other people or even
how to know their self in general, or human builder.
In our university we don’t have adequate sceince education department the one
we have is a very small and then there is no adequate goods and service for
awareness the student for example in form of guidance and cancelling that used for
student and the parent to investigate our ones is very small it will not take many

people in it in other to have the right awareness in groups-groups or class-class.
This problem it will affected the student they are on graduation label, how reach
their project, how to due it, how to take it more important at the time.
The department’s (sceince education) which uncompleted it’s a very big it build
like theatre’s which contain three(3) department in around one, biology, physic,
chemistry but known it look like way, we student used the build as a way to goes if
its closed. The venue that we haved lecture, and we call it as ”short cut way”, in
sedate of long process way we used the build as are, our way and some used it as
reading place and some bad student used it hide their self in it for smoking and
other bad habit character’s and so on.
Conclusion
At the end of the project we hoped to completed the uncompleted building and
provided the aims and objective of setting committee or union of the university to
encourage the advancement of learners and to hold out to all the opportunities of
acquiring higher and liberal education regardless of origin.
So the building of department’s (sceince education) it took two much time was
established around 2012, which take too much time does not completed, then used
the small one as managed and in this old one no adequate material for report
project, research and others.

We hoped to encourage and promote the beneficiary, Kano University of Science
and Technology, Wudil (KUST) and sponsor project tertiary education trust fund
(TETFUND) to completed the department’s in order provide a good and adequate
materials in the sceince education For studen decommentation and research in the
university.

